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Specification Sheet for VECTOR Modular Suppressor 
 
Model name: Vector 
 
Caliber: 22LR, 22Magnum, 17HMR, 17M2 
Weight: Standard Configuration: 6oz. 
               Short Configuration: 5oz. 
Length / Diameter:  1.125” Diameter 
   Length Standard Configuration: 6” 
   Length Short Configuration: 5” 
Materials: Stainless Steel / Aluminum            
Attachment: ½-28 Thread .400” Length of Threads 
Average DB: 30 – 35dB depending on conditions 
 
Description:  This suppressor is specifically engineered for a smooth user experience.  
We wanted a rimfire can that solved the problem of being easy to maintain that was 
affordable as well as be as quiet as possible. With these criteria in hand, we set out to 
design a silencer that met all of these requirements as well as look good to boot! With 
today’s user wanting modularity options, we also incorporated this concept into the 
design well. This silencer can be used in two configurations called standard and short. 
This allows people the option of choosing suppression or size as the number one priority. 
This silencer comes with a special ring to help the user hold the rear cap while a standard 
3/8” drive ratchet loosens and tightens the front cap. The devil is in the details and here is 
where the Vector gets interesting, we designed the baffles to where they literally fall out 
into your hand when you are ready to clean it. No more stuck baffles from extended firing 
schedules. Also, if you did shoot it enough for the baffles to be stuck together (note: that 
they will still come out of the tube easily, but it is possible to shoot enough rounds to 
bond one baffle to the next), then they can be soaked in harsh chemical agents without 
issue as the whole baffle stack is stainless steel. We kept weight to a minimum by using 
aluminum for the tube, extension housing and front cap where it made sense, titanium for 
the blast baffle spacer and stainless steel for the rear cap and baffles. The balance of 
materials comes together to become more than the sum of it’s parts. This silencer ships 
with pouch and rear cap tool. 
  
Choose the Vector today and see why we feel this is the best silencer available.  
 


